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QUESTION OF GLOBAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY
IN STATE-VARYING NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
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(Communicated by Charles Pugh)

Abstract. A problem raised by LaSalle (i.e., a discrete counterpart of the Ja-

cobian problem in differential equations) concerning the global asymptotic sta-

bility in state-varying nonlinear systems is settled. A global asymptotic stability

criterion for state-varying systems based on vector energy functions is intro-

duced.

Let Rm denote the w-dimensional real vector space of all column vectors
and Rmxm the vector space of all real mxm matrices. For A £ Rmxm , let

r(A) be the spectral radius of A . Consider the state-varying nonlinear system

(1) x' = A(x)x,

where x, x' are functions on {0, 1, ...} to Rm related by the formula

x'(k) = x(k + l),       k = 0, 1,... ,

and A: Rm — Rmxm is continuous. In his book [1, p. 21], LaSalle asked: "if

r(A(x) < 1 for each x £ Rm , is the origin globally asymptotically stable for

(1)?". LaSalle's problem is of importance, because it is a discrete counterpart
of the famous Jacobian problem in differential equations [2]. The answer of

LaSalle's problem is negative, as the following example shows.

Define A: R2 -* R2x2 by

if x2 - xx > 1 ,

if 0 < x2 - xx < 1,

if - 1 < x2 - Xi < 0,

if X2 - X\ < -1.
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Then for each x £ R2, we have r(A(x)) = 0. Set x(0) = (°). Then

x(2k)=(£ky        k = 0,l,....

Thus the origin is not a global attractor for (1). This completes our solution of
LaSalle's problem.

This example also indicates that even the following stronger spectral radius

condition and norm condition: there exist constants a > 0 and ß > 0 such

that

p(x)||<a   forallxe/r       and      r(\A(x)\) < ß < I   for all x e/T,

where \A(x)\ denotes the absolute value of A(x), do not suffice for the global
asymptotic stability of the origin in (1). Therefore, seeking a different approach
to determine the global asymptotic stability of the origin in (1) might be signif-
icant. We shall be concerned with giving a global asymptotic stability criterion
for ( 1 ) based on a combination of the vector energy functions and the compar-

ison principle.
Suppose that for each x £ Rm , A(x) in (1) is partitioned in the manner

m.{Aij{x))i&j&,    where Au : Rm -» Ä"**"', £ m, =
i=x

Suppose that for each i = I, ... , s, there exists a norm n¡ on Rm< such that

sup   sup ni((Aij(x))y) < ay < 4-co       (j =1, ... ,s).
x6Rm nj(y)=X

Let C = (au) £ Rsxs.

Theorem. If r(C) < 1, then there exist a norm ||«|| on Rm and constants k > 0

and 0 < p < 1 such that the solution of (I) satisfies

||x(fc)||<K/i*||;c(0)||,       fc = l,2,....

Consequently, the origin is globally exponentially stable for (1).

Proof. Define the vector energy function

(nx(xx)\

:        ,       xieRm'(i=l,...,s).

\ns(xs)J

V(x) =

Then for k = 0, 1, ..,

V(x(k+l)) =

nx(xx(k+l))\

ns(xs(k+l))J

/   s \

J2cxXjnx(xJ(k))
7=1

<

^2asjns(xj(k))
\j=i

(«i{j^JmlMx(k))xHk))\

ns [ Y,Asj(x(k))Xi(k)
yJ=x

CV(x(k)),
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where the notation that one vector is less than or equal to another refers to the
condition that each component of the first vector is less than or equal to the

corresponding component of the second vector. By the spectral radius theorem
it follows easily that

II*(*)<kh*||jc(0)||,        fc=l,2,.,

where r(C) < p < 1, k is a constant, and the norm ||

Y?i=i ni(xi) ■ This completes the proof of the theorem.
is given by ||x|| =

As an illustration, we consider the four-dimensional state-varying discrete
system:

(2)

x(k + l) = Al^)x(k)+A2^)y(k),(x(k)\vfIr^JJx(kY
\y(k)J

y(k + l) = Ai^))x(k) + A4{xy^y(k),

where x(k), y(k) £ R2 and A]-. R4 -» R2*2  (1 < / < 4) are given by

a  fx\_ fO.Scos2(yx)   0.8sin2(yx)
Al\y)=" U.ssi

*G)
_ f0.2yx/(l + \\y\\2) 0

l)

;)■

;sin2(y2)   0.8cos2(j>2)

0.1jc,/(1 + ||jc||2) 0 \
0 0.1x2/(l4-||x||2);

0.2^/(1+ ||y||2) 0
0 0.2y2/(l +

0.8cos2(x!)   0.8sin2(x2)

0.8sin2(xi)   0.8cos2(x2) )■

Then, for all (£ ) £ R4 , we have

sup
IN II 1=1

A2 G*)-
= 0.8,

<0.1,

A4 G")= 0.8,

sup
l|tü||0o = l GOw <0.2.

Let C = (g* os) • Then r(C) < 1, and hence the theorem may now be applied
to conclude that the origin is globally asymptotically stable for (2). However,
set

-GO-
then, for all (J)eÄ4,we have

V

Ax

A,

) -G)
G) -G)

<M =

/0.8 0.8 0.1 0
0.8 0.8 0 0.1
0.2 0 0.8 0.8

V 0 0.2 0.8 0.8-
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and r(M) > 1.   Therefore, the usual comparison result is not applicable to
conclude that the global asymptotic stability of the origin in (2).
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